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Should the US end subsidies for Palestinian refugees under UNRWA?
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What should Congress do about DACA?
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What actions should the Federal Reserve take in 2018?
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Should libel laws be changed?

Should the US be ending security aid to Pakistan?
What should President Trump do about the Iran nuclear deal?
Is there a pathway for North Korean denuclearization?
Will the Olympics have any impact on our relationships with North and South Korea?
Is the westernization of Saudi Arabia imminent?
Will Yemen's government be overthrown?
Is Turkey’s involvement a help or a hindrance to peace in Syria?
What should the US do about journalists jailed for covering Myanmar?
What impact will Germany's new government have on the EU?
What will China's role in the world economy look like over the next few years?

Who won the shutdown?
Should Congress begin allowing “earmarks” again?
Should able-bodied Medicaid recipients be required to work to receive benefits?
Does Trump emerge stronger or weaker from the shutdown standoff?
Is the Senate entering a new era of bipartisanship?
Should the Congress have approved an extension of warrantless electronic surveillance laws?
Should states attempt to re-establish “net neutrality” on their own?
Is the FBI in crisis?

Will the Tax Bill boost the economy?
Is the stock market due for a correction?
What can we expect from Jerome Powell as chairman of the Federal Reserve?
What should the US seek for itself in a new NAFTA deal?
How should we rate President Trump’s performance at Davos?
Will the new Trump tariffs boost the domestic economy?
Are we headed toward a trade war with China?
Will the Trump immigration agenda strengthen or harm the domestic US economy?

Has the #MeToo movement gone too far?
How should the Supreme Court rule in the Ohio voter rolls case (Husted v. A Philip Randolph Institute)?
How should the problem of school shootings be addressed?
Should “e-cigarettes” be more heavily regulated?
Are lawsuits against drug companies a useful way to address the opioid crisis?
Should recreational marijuana be legalized?
Does the US need someone like the UK’s “Minister for Loneliness?”
Should Congress make tech platforms like Twitter liable for user-posted content?

